**Exploring the History of African American Visual Artists in Missouri**

Additional Missouri Artists for further study

1. Frederick C. Alston – Art Director Sumner High School; Active in St. Louis from 1929-1949
2. Doris Bradley – Teacher at Hempstead Elementary School; Active in St. Louis from 1950s-2009
3. William L. Fambrough Sr. – Photographer for The Call; Active in Kansas City from the 1930s-1983
4. Leonard Pryor – District Coordinator of Art, Music, and Physical Education of Kansas City Public Schools; Active in Kansas City from 1948-2015
5. Gladys W. Renwick – Dietitian and Assistant Director of food services at Lincoln University in Oxford, Pennsylvania; Active in St. Louis circa 1920s
6. Frank Logan – Art teacher at Douglass High School; Active in Columbia from (1939-1977)
7. Leroy Allen – Technical Supervisor at Hallmark Cards; Active in Kansas City from 1970s to 1990s
8. Ali Halane – Art professor; Active in southeast Missouri from 1984 to present day
9. Daniel J. Frye – Art and Education Professor; Active in Columbia in the 1990s
10. Adrienne W. Hoard – Art Professor; Active in Columbia from 1988 - 2013 and present day Kansas City
11. Kenneth “Kenny” Greene – Owner of Monarch Jewelry and Former Art Professor; Active in Columbia present day
12. Houston Ellis Chandler – Second Black person to receive a Masters of Fine Arts from State University of Iowa; Active in St. Louis from 1947-1949
14. Lucille Miller Dolman – Teacher at Wendell Phillips School; Active in Kansas City in the 1950s
15. Aaron Douglas – Art Teacher and Art Club Sponsor at Lincoln High School / Chairman of the Art Department at Fisk University; Active in Kansas City from 1923-1925
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16. Archie Dumas – Art Teacher at Douglass High School; Active in St. Louis from 1929-1980
17. David Earnest Finn – Private in the Army; Active in St. Louis in the 1940s
18. Horace Henry Foxall – Art teacher at Dallas public schools; Active in Kansas City from the 1940s-1952
19. Elton Jacob Gumbel – Optometrist at his private practice; Active in St. Louis from 1951-2006
20. Phillip “Phil” Hampton – Art professor at Southern Illinois University; Active in Kansas City from the 1940s-1952
21. Elnor Jean Kyle – Commercial Artist; Active in Kansas City from the 1940s-1977
22. Flora Carnell Lewis – Seamstress; Active in Marshall from 1938-1940
23. J.W. Miller – Photographer; Active in Mexico during the 1880s
24. Agnes “Della” Newsom – Art teacher at Lincoln High School; Active in Kansas City from 1944-1954
25. Kenneth Roderick O’Neal – Architect in Chicago; Active in St. Louis in the 1930s
26. James Dallas Parks – Art professor at Lincoln University; Active in Jefferson City from 1927-1976
27. Cloteele T. Raspberry – Fashion Designer; Active in Kansas City from the 1930s-1994
28. Gwendolyn Russell – Nurse; Active in Kansas City in the 1950s
29. Ulysses S. Grant Tayes – Former Barber and then Educator; Active in St. Louis from 1929-1935 and Jefferson City from 1935-1950
30. Matthew W. Washington – Photographer; Active in Kansas City from 1925-1965
31. Charles W. Williams – Photographer; Active in Kansas City from 1926-1959
32. Lucy A. Willis – Servant; Active in Edinburg from 1850s onward
33. Voris Dickerson – Recreational Worker; Active in St. Louis from the 1930s to 1962
34. George Washington Carver – Agricultural scientist at Tuskegee Institute; Active in southwest Missouri from circa 1864-1875
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